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Australians Take Flight
In 1892, Australian Lawrence Hargrave invented the box kite as part of a larger
project to design a viable manned flying machine. He managed to fly 16 feet
in the air at 21 mph. As he wrote in the Journal and Proceedings of the Royal
Society of New South Wales, “The particular steps gained are the demonstration that an extremely simple apparatus can be made, carried about, and flown
by one man; and that a safe means of making an ascent with a flying machine,
of trying the same without any risk of accident, and descending, is now at the
service of any experimenter who wishes to use it.” Similar box kite systems
were in regular use during World War I, and many a hapless scout slipped the
surly bonds of Earth to report back on enemy entrenchments. Hargrave, who
never patented an invention, also significantly forwarded the understanding of
airfoils and designed the first rotary engines, which drove early single- and
dual-propeller planes. In other words, Hargrave is single-handedly responsible
for the look and function of the iconic aeroplanes flown by WWI flying aces like
the Red Baron (coincidentally, the Red Baron himself, Manfred von Richthofen,
was born the same year Hargrave took flight in his box kite).

After you’ve purchased a new spool of kite string, it’s a good idea to unwind
the whole thing and make sure that the line is secured to the spool. The end of the
string is often held in place with a scrap of tape or nothing at all; this can be a nasty
surprise on an otherwise beautiful day. As you rewind the line, you can use a black
marker to mark off every ten feet; once the kite is up and flying, you’re going to start
to wonder how high it is.

Adding the Bridle Ring
You can tie the control line (your big spool of kite string) directly to the kite’s bridle,
but this can make changing bridle angles a hassle—and bridle adjustments can be
important, because you often need to fine-tune to accommodate various wind conditions. Even worse, string-on-string rubbing creates a lot of friction and can cut the
line. Most kite makers elect to connect the control line to the bridle with a bridle ring
(the optional 1/2 " split ring from the supplies list). To connect the bridle ring to the
bridle (illustrated in Figure 23-23):
Step 1

Pass a bit of bridle through the ring.

Step 2

Loop the bridle over the ring.

Step 3

Carefully tighten the loop so that it forms a cow hitch (also called a lark’s head)
around the ring.
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F IGU R E 23 -23 : Three steps to connecting a bridle ring: (1) pass through the ring, (2) loop over, (3) tighten.

You can then connect the control line onto the bridle ring however you
choose. Doing so with a large fishing swivel, like the one shown in Figure 23-24,
will keep the line from twisting if the kite loops and also make it easier to switch
kites in the field.

F IGU R E 23 -24 : A large fishing swivel
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Before you launch either the Box or Diamond Kite, place the bridle ring about
14" from the top of the bridle (the “top” being the point where the bridle connects
to the top of the kite). If you dangle the kite by holding the bridle ring, you’ll see that
the two halves of the bridle form a right triangle (more or less), with the kite as its
hypotenuse (Figure 23-25).

F IGU R E 23 -25 : A good starting place for a bridle ring: the bridle forms a right

triangle.

Depending on wind conditions, you can slide the ring up or down. Sliding it
up reduces the amount of sail the kite gives the wind; this is good in steady (if light)
breezes, so the kite can climb quickly, skating “on top” of the breeze. Sliding the
bridle ring down exposes more sail to the wind; the kite will stay low but will generate more (sometimes much more) lift.

Diamond Kite Pre-flight Tip
It pays to give the Diamond Kite’s cross bar a pre-flight bow, as in Figure 23-26.
Don’t expect the bamboo to hold this bend; the goal is to limber up the center of the
horizontal spar so that it will readily bend in the middle. A symmetrically curved
surface will encourage air to spill evenly and smoothly off the face of the sail.
Step 1

Hold the kite in front of you with one end of the cross bar in each hand and the frame
facing you.
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Step 2

Apply pressure, bringing the ends of the cross bar toward you and bowing the
center spar away from you.

F IGU R E 23 -26 : Give the Diamond Kite a pre-flight bow.

Resources
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The NASA website hosts an excellent Java-based application that models
seven different types of kites and simulates their performance in various
conditions. This is helpful information if you need to troubleshoot, modify,
or develop a new design: http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/
kiteprog.html/.



“Diamonds in the Sky: The Contributions of William Abner Eddy to Kiting”
is a great article about the father of the Eddy bow and includes information
about Victorian kite mania (from a 1999 issue of Kitelife Magazine): http://
best-breezes.squarespace.com/william-abner-eddy/.

